
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

C
hemistry has always been a

vibrant science that has evolved
with advances in the field and
opportunities to pursue topics
at interfaces with other fields.

While the areas of research are increasing
in breadth and complexity, the molecular
approach to problems has remained unique
to chemistry. On the 125th anniversary of
the American Chemical Society, I offer a
perspective of the shape of chemistry
departments 50 years from now.

The broad research goal of
past chemistry departments
was to understand molecular
bonding, structure, and reac-
tivity. Efforts were neatly
divided into subareas that
reflected both the experi-
mental systems for study and
the methods used in those
studies. Physical chemists
pursued theoretical and
experimental studies of
bonding and structure in
small molecules and con-
densed matter. Organic
chemists developed methods
to synthesize molecules and
investigated the patterns of
reactivity of molecular frag-
ments, whereas inorganic
chemists did the same for molecules that
contained metals. Analytical chemistry
represented the “applied” side of chem-
istry, not because it lacked fundamental
studies but because the efforts were explic-
itly directed toward developing practical
quantitative methods. Each of these areas
represented a molecular science, and this
common link defined a chemistry depart-
ment. There always has been overlap with
neighboring departments (for example,
biochemistry and chemical physics), but
chemical research was distinct from
research in cell biology, materials science,
or engineering.

This situation has changed rapidly in
the recent past, as chemical approaches
have been applied to problems that were
once considered outside the chemical
purview, for two reasons. First, chemistry

has been highly successful in developing
an understanding of the properties of mol-
ecules and a sophisticated methodology
for synthesizing molecules. Second, paral-
lel advances in the biological and materi-
als sciences have elucidated the molecular
basis for those sciences (fueled in part by
contributions of chemists) and hence made
them more accessible to chemists.

The rapid pace with which chemists have
extended their work to new areas—partic-
ularly the biological sciences—has chal-

lenged the structures and philosophies of
academic departments. Debates over
which research activities are properly con-
sidered “chemical science” are now com-
mon and have affected departments in
many ways. Some departments have
changed names to reflect inclusion of new
areas. Some universities have created affil-
iated institutes. A few departments have
retreated to chemistry’s core areas, having
judged the new areas to be short-lived fads.

Central to these discussions is a definition
of the scope of chemical research: What
kinds of research belong in chemistry
departments, and which are better left to
other departments or institutes? This ques-
tion is critical for the future of chemistry
departments and of ACS. We need a defi-
nition that honors the chemical approach to
science but does not restrict the topics of

research. It should encompass research that
was common 50 years ago but also antici-
pates research 50 years in the future. The
label “molecular sciences” accurately meets
these requirements. Chemists are, after all,
the major group seeking molecular-level
understanding and generating molecules. 

At the same time, chemistry increasingly
overlaps with engineering. Aconstant push
in engineering has been the fabrication of
smaller structures that have more sophis-
ticated functions. This push has given
excitement to nanotechnology, with themes
such as molecular electronics, and prompt-
ed massive federal investment in this area.
These technologies derive from the molec-
ular scale and could be grouped under the
label “molecular engineering.” Hence, a
“department of molecular sciences and
engineering” would promise to adequately
represent the activities of chemists past and

future and would provide a
fresh, forward-looking view. 

Current research areas no
longer fit neatly into the tra-
ditional categories of physi-
cal, organic, inorganic, ana-
lytical, and engineering.
Groupings that reflect sci-
entific interests, rather than
experimental approaches,
may better describe the port-
folio of research programs.
With this organization, each
subarea (synthesis/catalysis,
biology, materials, and engi-
neering) would have the par-
ticipation of chemists from
across fields. 

I do not claim that my
view is the best plan for re-

modeling chemistry departments for
future research directions. But I believe
that the central tenet of this argument—
that chemistry is the molecular science and
naturally encompasses biology, materials,
and engineering—is accurate and ought to
serve as a discussion point in shaping the
growth of the discipline. The inclusion of
new areas should be regarded as a strength
of the chemical sciences, not a dilution of
our past successes.
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